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r. Derleth's denied tenure raises concern
G H INKLE
Writer
ficers of OASIS, the Open
mbly for the School of
lational Studies, have sub_ a letter and petition to
dent DeRosa on behalf of
tudents of SIS. The petijgned by forty-seven stu, deals with student conover Professor James
ith, assistant professor of
cal Science, being denied
e letter states, "We have
unable to obtain a rational
Sanation for these deciIn an interview with
ost Gilberston in regards to
leth's tenureship being
ed, Gilbertson replied,
> is a confidential matter,
n you make these personiecisions, they're not a pubhatter."

1
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Dr. Derleth using his "style" to lecture his International Conflict mnl Conflict Management.
In November of last year, the
Faculty Evaluation Committee
for Tenure, voted unanimously
to approve the tenureship of

Derleth. The Committee spent
three months interviewing fac
ulty members, students and
compiling information on

Grace Covell celebrates 40th

LEX Z A M A N S K Y
ews Editor

Last Saturday night,
OS's
Grace
Covell
residence Hall celebrated
Is 40th Anniversary. The
^ent entitled, "40 Years
I Twilight," included a
>mi-formal dinner party
ad dancing in the Tiger
ounge.
Originally built as the
|Vomen's
Residence
[all ' ui 1958, the buildtg was later dedicated to
•race Covell, who was a
Pge benefactor to the
niversitv.
Ginger
lakino, the first presient of the residence hall,

I

Derleth.
However, after the
report came out, a straw vote
was conducted among the SIS
faculty as to whether or not they

PCF received 'the
message' last Friday
KRISTEN H U T M A C H E R
Staff Writer
Friday
night,
Intervarsity's
Pacific
Christian Fellowship had
some special guests at their
large group meeting. Pastor
Alfred and the worship
team from Resurrection
Power Evangelistic Center
came to provide the mes
sage and music for the
evening.
The evening started with
the team mingling among
the crowd as people entered
the McCaffrey Center con
ference room. They intro
duced themselves to every
one as much as they possi-

Sunday

(Weekend

LEATHER

agreed with the findings. On a
5-5 split, former Dean of SIS,
Martin Needier wrote a letter
recommending against tenureship.
Derleth feels some of his col
leagues in SIS against his
tenureship came down to a
question of personality. "My
style bothers some people, and
they wanted to get rid of me
because of that. They used this
as tin excuse to rationalize their
decision."
One stylistic claim against
Derleth is that he suffers from
monoculturalism. Regardless of
the fact that nowhere in the
tenure guidelines does mono
culturalism prevent a professor
from getting tenureship, the
facts cast doubt on this claim.
Derleth has traveled to over
sixty countries. His office is
adorned with cultural icons
See Derleth, page 3

T

bly could before the meeting
began. There were approxi
mately 40 students there,
along with parents of some
of the students, and five
PCF staff members. Also in
attendance were Pastor
Alfred, his wife, and the
seven members of the wor
ship team.
"We're privileged to have
Pastor Alfred and the wor
ship team here, said Kelly
Haraguchi, one of the PCF
staff members, who also
attends Resurrection Power
Evangelistic Center.
There were announce
ments of things going on
during the week, such as
prayer meetings, which
were announced by several
cheers done by "Craig and
Ariana," also known as
Andrew Parrish and Nicole
Albers.
See Christian, page 4
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U. New Hampshire prof develops deer birth
control
i

Brown U. grad student charged with poi
soning two students
1

Prepared by Jerry L. Houston
Associative Director of Public Safety

The New Hampshire

The UNH Department of Natural Resources
I
is conducting an experiment to develop a con
traceptive for white-tailed deer. Peter Pekins, a
professor in the department, is involved in the
experiment at Mumford Cove, Conn., with the Iielp of a gradu
ate student. According to Pekins, the town has a herd of
between 30 to 35 white-tailed deer, which arecausing a nuisance
in the community.
I he majority of the local residents agree that this deer herd
needs to be controlled, and hunting is not an option," Pekins
said. With support and funding from the Humane Society and
the Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection
(CDEP), the workers have designed a system of contraceptive
injections to hopefully control the deer population The Humane
Society, along with donations from town residents, supplies the
money for the experiment. These costs cover the contraceptives,
materials and salary to the graduate student working on the
project.
The experiment's first step, done in the fall of 1997, was to
capture female deer. There are approximately 20 female deer in
the group tit Mumford Cove. Capturing the females was done
by baiting the deer with com and then tranquilizing them. Once
captured, they were injected. Ten deer received a newer form of
contraception; the other ten received an older form, which in the
past has been known on rare occasioas to test positive for tuber
culosis in humans, Pekins said.
Once the deer were injected with either system of contracep
tive, they were collared with a radio collar. After two to three
weeks, the deer were recaptured and given a booster shot of
more contraception.
Phe delivery of the contraception is the weak link," Pekins
said. "A few are not captured, and that is the problem. They
won't come to the bait."
So far, data from the experiment, conducted over a year, is
inconclusive, Pekins said.
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Providence police arrested a Brown graduate student on Friday and charged him
with poisoning two fellow students - one of
whom is his ex-girlfriend - with a
radioactive chemical he allegedly stole from a Brown labora
tory. According to News Bureau Director Mark Nickel, Chene
j a shld^t ^ molecular pharmacology, prepared a chicken
and vegetable dish laced with iodine-125, which he then served
Yuanyuan Xiao and her roommate James O'Brien at their home
Xiao is also a graduate student in molecular pharmacology
CYBnen ls a Resume Undergraduate Education student Gu
faces five felony charges; assault against O'Brien, domestic
assault against Xiao, larceny for theft of the radioactive material
from Brown, poisoning O'Brien, and poisoning Xiao.
Nickd said that neither Xiao nor O'Brien have suffered any
C0TqUeiXKS as a msult of the exposure, due to
the relatively small amount they consumed.
They "received about as much radioactive substance as vou
procedure" in which iodine-125 is
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Tri Delt rock 'n rolls against cancer and raises $3400
LAUREN ZIMMERMAN
Staff Writer
The career statistics in
America are amazing. More
than 1,500 people die of can
cer each day and in 1999,
more than 1.3 million new
cancer cases will be diag
nosed. On November 9 the
ladies of Tri Delta held their
first philanthropy of the
year,
"Decades
of
Difference," a skate-a-thon.
Not only did this event
raise money for cancer
research, but it was used to
promote awareness of the
progress made in the fight
with cancer through the
decades.
The event was held at
Hammer Skate in Stockton,
sponsored by Residential
Life and Housing (RHA),
and Sherwood Corners.

Swinging sounds of the 50's,
60's, 70's, and 80's were
played throughout the night
as the Tri Delts rolled in
their' pledges.
All particpants dressed in
various clothing ranging
from the classic 1950's poo
dle skirt to the worst of the
eighties. All participants
seemed to thoroughly enjoy
the event.
"1 can't think of a better
situation where we get
dressed up, relive old mem
ories of junior high, and
most of all, skate to raise
money
for
Children's
Cancer Research," senior
Robbie Buck stated.
Each member of Tri Delta
skated at least 50 laps,
bringing in donations of all
sizes.
"We had such a wonder
ful time. It was good to see

(left to right) Erica Birlew, Jamie Gilchrest, Amy Doyle, and Susan Freeman help to raiX money.

other greek organizations
helping us support a good
cause.

The Ladies 6f Tri Delta, in
conjunction with the community, earned a total profit

of $3,400 for Children s
Cancer Research at UC
Davis Medical Center.

don't find the term practicutwo areas. According to tenure guidelines from COP, student evaluations in the
lary useful in discussing the
Derleth he "did not have and SIS, collegiality is defined same report along with the
Continued from page 1
role that faculty members have
access to his tenure file until in the following manner, majority of the letters from past
from around the world.
in regards to their scholarship
students
are
positive.
The
pri
The second charge against after the Provost made his "Collegiality may be taken into
and
their service. Collegilaity is
mary
criterion
in
judging
Derleth is that he's abrasive. decision." This is a violation of account in the sense of assum
a
tag-term,
it's not a helpful
Derleth's
tenureship
with
a
Derleth's reply to this is that, the university tenure proce ing a fair share of the tasks inci
word."
seventy-one
percent
allocation
dent
on
the
role
of
the
profes
"some see it as an outgoing dures. The second was on the
The SIS letter also requested
is his teaching which the
and vibrant personality." basis of Needler's decision was sor, in a willing and coopera
that
a forum be held to discuss
tenure committee found to be
Students in the tenure report that because "some faculty tive manner, and helping col
the matter. Gilberston's reply
outstanding.
The
report
states
overwhelmingly mention that members are reticent to team leagues in their teaching, schol
"his lectures are well-thought to this was, "1 would not rec
even though Derleth is a tough teach with Derleth it would arly and service activity."
ommend to the President that a
The question of team-teach out, interesting, and thoughtteacher, they enjoy being in his cause problems." Last year
forum be held. The President
only three out of eleven cours ing and faculty members being provoking."
class.
has
asked me to clarify some
When asked to define colle
put off by Derleth's personality
One of the more frequent es in SIS were team-taught.
issues
that Dr.Derleth has
giality, Gilberston replied, "I
An issue in what Derleth falls under this heading.
comments made in the petiton
raised, and we have done so.
don't
think
it's
possible
to
The tenure committee noted
was that "Derleth cares about feels might be the denial for his
Students were very clear in
that
"collegiality should be address the issue of collegilaity
his students." The report men tenure was raised three years
their letter about their concern.
in
a
news
story,
because
dis
tions a small minority of stu ago in a letter from Needier to assessed and weighed dispas
cussing the meaning of colle 1 don't see that a forum would
then
Vice-president
of sionately, honestly, and fairly
dents who were turned off by
be helpful to the students."
and with due consideration of giality is a complex matter. I
Academic Affairs, Lee Fennel.
his style. But at the same time
In the letter, written in the principles of academic free
the report acknowledges that
this could be said about any October of 1995, Needier men dom." Certain SIS faculty
?AN FELIPE
professor,
tenured
or tioned that the sticking point of members had reached a con
clusion
that
a
significant
num
untenured. Derleth makes no Derleth's tenureship would
6RILL
ber of students didn't like
apologies for his high teaching come no doubt under the
heading of collegiality." In both Derleth's teaching style. The
standards.
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Continued from page 1

stated that "to go from old
South Hall to a new facility
like this was like going
from hell to heaven."
Vice-President of Student
Life
Judith
Chambers
helped to open the new
building back in 1958. In
reminiscing the move stu
dents made to the newly
built Women's Residence
Hall, Chambers recalls that
"the furniture and mat
tresses weren't all here, stu
dents slept on the floor and
there was not a paperclip in
the building unless you Tiie 40th anniversary party at Grace Covell brings smiles to all.
brought it." But Chambers Community
Council
The were nearly a hun
acknowledged that in being President Cara Bledsoe,
dred
or so students that
one of the first to move in
Residence Director Ric came to the anniversary
"you were able to start tra
Baker, and other members dinner to celebrate for dif
dition, student govern
of the community council, ferent reasons. One stu
ment, and all the things
the anniversary dinner dent, Chris Lee, said that he
that would become a part
turned out nearly 125 stu came for the "good food
of this place."
dents and other guests.
and good friends." Others
According to Kay Davis,
"Almost everything was found the event more sig
the Dean of Women at the
nearly student decided," nificant than just the good
time, the building was
said Jeremy Katka, Grace food.
opened, there were a lot of
Covell
Dining
Hall
"1 think that it is interest
things that wanted to be
Manager. Katka did assist ing how history sneaks up
included in the facility that
in helping get the dining on you," said ASUOP
weren't allowed.
hall set up as well as pre President Russell Marzette.
"It was built on federal
pare a Chinese food menu "Low and behold, the
housing money, and we
for dinner. RHA donated a University is at a historical
had to conform to their reg
large sum of money to help mark."
ulations. There were a lot
pay for the dance floor that
The
event
brought
of things we wanted to do
was in the Tiger Lounge, together students, faculty,
that we couldn't," said
according to Martinez. staff and history all at the
Davis, "such as air condi
Students paid either with same time.
tioning."
their meal plan or $7 in
"I think it's wonderful
The celebration itself
advance.
Grace Covell that the residents here want
went over very well.
Resident Assistant Benjie to look back and honor
However, there was a lot of
Reece helped to DJ the their heritage," said a smilplanning and hard work
dance floor.
'ng
Vice-President
that went into the event.
The whole idea was to Chambers. "1 hope that this
According to Joe Martinez.
change the image of Grace," will become an annual
Head Resident of Grace
said Bledsoe. "That is to let event in which people will
Covell, "planning for the
event had been going on people see that it's not just look back on those individ
a party dorm, but that we
for nearly two months."
uals who made things like
have a lot of history and a
this possible, like Grace
Under the leadership of
lot of participation.
Covell.
Continued from page 1

After thanking KeHy and
her husband Jerry (who is
also on staff) for inviting
them there, the team led the
room in a series of songs,
most of which were previously unknown to the
group.
The songs were followed
by prayer led by Pastor
Alfred before he gave the

THE Papuw-

message.
The message was an
impressive one, not only in
content, but also in the way
Pastor Alfred delivered it.
He was a powerful speaker,
apparently not using notes
but simply an outline, and
said what he saw to be fit
when the time came.
After the message was
finished, the session was
done. As usual, everyone
stayed in the conference

room and talked about
activities to do afterwards.
"I'll bet they'd [the worship
team] be really fun at
Telephone Charades," sug
gested Jenn Beecher.
Unfortunately, the mem
bers of the worship team
from Resurrection Power
Evangelistic Center and
Pastor Alfred bade every
one good night and after a
Thank you for inviting
6
us," left.

D. Wood donates
$120,000for bridge
THE PACIFICAN
Construction of a pedes
trian bridge over the
Calaveras River will begin
around the 15th of April
and is expected to be com
pleted in four months.
This bridge has been
made possible by
a
$120,000 donation from
Donald B. Wood, president
Valley
Tomatoe
of
Products, Inc. and member
of the University's Board
of Regents. It will connect
the main campus with the
new five and one half mil
lion dollar school of
Pharmacy and Cowell
Student Health Center,
presently under construc
tion.
The design of the bridge
will be consistent with the
present University archi
tecture and will have iron
railings and a natural
aggregate surface. It will

be conveniently located
half-way
between the
Perhsing
Avenue and
Pacific Avenue Bridges.
Aware of the growth of
the University, Mr. Wood
has stated, "1 have been a
resident of this area since
1933, and I have seen the
tremendous growth of thai
time. When 1 first came to
know the University it was
a small liberal arts college.
Since that time I have
watched it grow until now
it's a major force in higher
education in the United
States.
This has been
accomplished by a good
faculty through good man
agement.
According to Dr. Burns,
this is Mr. Wood's second
major
gift
to
the
University. In 1964, he
gave $223,400 toward the
Wood Memorial Hall addi
tion to the University
library.
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Quote of the
Week
"Death is
preferable it is a
milder fate
than
tyranny."
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Have you seen your school's senator?
In last week's editorial,
readers discovered just how
apathetic our student body
is when it comes to voting
for our state leaders.
Unfortunately, students are
even more apathetic when it
comes to electing school
representatives into ASUOP.
1 hese representatives have
an immediate effect on the
students of that school, yet
students cannot even take
the time to check a box to
ensure that they are repre
sented in this school.
h is often the case that
schools do not even elect a
representative, leaving the
position which their school
's entitled vacant. Are stu
dents in this school truly
that inactive? Is it too much
of an inconvenience to take
time out of planning which
parties to attend to vote?
Unfortunately, it would
seem the answer to both of
these questions is yes.
J-* 0 *-' 5 anybody realize

what happens when a sena
tor is not elected by their
constituent school? That
position does not remain
vacant.
An
application
process begins, receiving
applications
from
that
school and recommenda
tions from the school as
well. ASUOP officials, with
the ASUOP adviser in atten
dance,
interview
these
applicants and select some
one to fill the vacant posi
tion. Does this disturb any
one in the slightest way?
What would happen if our
country became so apathetic
that the national govern
ment was forced into select
ing people to fill representa
tive positions? We would no
longer live in a democracy,
we would live in a pseudodictatorship.
The students cannot fault
ASUOP for this process.
They are simply doing what
they must to fill positions. It
is the fault of the students

which allows ASUOP to
take advantage of the situa
tion, and select a senator of
their own choosing?
In my time here at Pacific,
the student voting has
never even reached the
mark
of
1000
voters.
Although it is much more
than the 27 or so who voted
in our state elections, this is
still quite ridiculous. In the
last ASUOP election, the
University College and the
Eberhardt
School
of
Business failed to elect a
representative,
so
this
occurrence is not all that
uncommon.
Students need to wake up
and realize that we are all
adults now, although many
of us do not act as such. Life
is not all fun and games, it is
full of responsibilities and
inconveniences. If students
view voting as an inconve
nience,
that
is
fine.
However, inconvenience or
not, voting is still a neces

sary action. It is not to be
shoved aside, with the phi
losophy that plenty of other
people will vote, so it does
n't matter. This country and
this school are in a dire
state. We need voters noty
more than ever if we are to
live in a true democracy.
By not voting, students
are allowing themselves to
be led through life. They are
leaving their decisions to
other people, being content
to follow rather than lead or
participate.
This student body is more
representative of a herd of
sheep than an actual society.
They are content to follow a
few leaders, who determine
where the group goes, what
it does, and how it survives.
The destinies of this student
body are in the hands of
others. Even the matter of
whether those hands are
capable or not is not decid
ed by this sorry, apathetic
campus.
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Appeal to President Derosa
Dtar President DeRosa,

On behalf of the students
of the School of International
Studies (SIS), we, the officers,
wish to call your attention to
the situation of Professor
Derleth's tenure decision.
Perhaps you are already well
aware of SIS and the College
of the Pacific's denial for his
tenure. We have been unable
to obtain a rational explana
tion for these decisions. Can
you explain the rationale
behind these actions? What
happened to valuing the
input of students and award
ing merit?
We wish to emphasize that
students want Professor
Derleth to remain a part of
SIS and the University of the
Pacific. In addition, UOP's
mission of "a faculty deeply
committed to undergraduate
teaching" also indicates that
Professor Derleth should
have been given tenure. He is
important to the integrity of
this school.
What does it say about
UOP when someone such as
Professor Derleth, with a
record of high professional

achievement as well as the
support of the student body,
is denied tenure? He has not
only encouraged us to
achieve our potential acade
mically, but he has also
shown concern for our over
all well-being. No other
teacher takes as much time to
listen to our problems or suc
cesses.
A look at the student's
evaluations will confirm our
statement. Any rational per
son can understand that this
is the reason why we chose
him as SIS' Teacher of the
Year twice and why the grad
uating class of 1998 asked
him to speak at its gradua
tion ceremony. Furthermore,
this sentiment is also shared
by many SIS students.
UOP has promoted itself
as a "student-centered" uni
versity and community. We
are encouraged to be active
citizens, but what has the
administration shown by not
supporting Professor Derleth
for tenure? By ignoring the
input of its students, UOP
has failed in its mission. At
this point the promise of
commitment to "educating

men and women to lead
socially useful and produc
tive lives" appear to be
empty words.
If this is the message,
which UOP wishes to make,
then you may rest assured
that we will help to spread it.
However, like you, we want
UOP to continue to improve.
Without Professor Derleth,
the school will have to be
empty words. If this is the
message, which UOP wishes
to make, then you may rest
assured that we will help to
spread it. However, like you,
we want UOP to continue to
improve.
Without Professor Derleth,
the school will have moved
itself backward not only by
taking away one of the best
teachers, but also by losing
the faith of its students.
Please consider our peti
tion carefully. We would also
like to request a forum so
you can talk directly to the
students; you may contact
any of us to establish the
forum.

The Pacifica\

Question of the week
COMPILED BY JOE DEVERA

Should ASUOP appoint senators when a
school doesn't elect them?

"Only if they pick
qualified students/'
-Kathleen Greely
Sophomore

Yeah, senators are
people too.

The Pacifican is looking for

responsible, outgoing students
to be advertising representatives.
Limited positions open, so come
to The Pacifican office and fill out
an application today!!!
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-Matt Johnson
Sophomore
"No, the school
should choose
because they're the
ones being
represented."

Sincerely,
The OASIS Board

Interested
in making

W
:

"No, because the
students need to
decide who should
represent them. It
shouldn't be
ASUOP's decision."

-Brian Hong
Junior

-Lauren Aronson
Sophomore
"Yes, if the school
it too busy to elect
someone, ASUOP
has the right to
get equal
representation."
-Lucia Mateialona
Senior
1
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Loyal customer
shares outrage
Dear

editor

In the October 15th issue
of The Pacifican, Joseph de
Vera wrote about "how discriminatory" a Stockton
restaurant's practices were
to him and his companion.
He need only turn a few
pages to the Junior Mint col
umn to see what discrimina
tion really is. I was appalled
at the bigoted tone of the
writer's diatribe against
Dave Wong's workers. As a
loyal customers of Dave
Wong's for twenty years, my
family has never experienced any of the problems
you were so angry about. In
fact, you were so angry that
you were accidentally given
an order of prawns instead
ol rice that you decided to
write the most mean-spirit
ed, racist column I have ever
read.
Your article was offensive
to me and to every person I
talked to, including the
granddaughter of one of
Dave Wong's owners, who
just happens to be a student
at UOP. Your description of
the Chinese language as a
yelled "squawk" (like the
sound a chicken—not a
human—might make) was
horribly demeaning to any
person who has ever spoken
the language and was totally
unrelated to your complaint.
The fact that you believe
that any bilingual worker
must "be illegal" is damning
Pro°f of your ignorance of
am culture outside your
own narrow scope. Virtually
a of *he same workers have
rtm employed there for the
entire extent of our patrona8e< leading me to believe
mat an "inspection of the
grevn cards by [sic] those
Work at Dave Wong's
mese Food" is unnecesary
(and
made
no
^se-.you want the word
of).
The

worker's "English
_ peaking skills" have always
Perfect in all our expe
diences with the deli and
^taurant and have never

left "something to be
desired" as they have
always understood our
orders completely.
However, your most
racist statement, the one
which truly incensed me
and prompted me to write
this letter, came later in your
column. You say that you
"know for a fact that these
'people' know what rice
looks like." How disgusting!
First you term the Chinese
workers as "people" in quo
tation marks to imply that
they might not be "human,
Perhaps you think they are
animals, hence the allusion
to chicken squawks? Is that
because you think they
might be illegal (and there
fore less than human), or is it
just because they are
Chinese?
Does
their ethnicity
deprive them of the basic
rights and respect you
would afford white "peo
ple"? And why do you think
you "know" that they 'know
what rice looks like"'? Are
you implying That because
they are Asian, they must eat
only rice? Or are you saying
that, because they are
Chinese, they must have
grown up in rice paddies?
Maybe it is a combination of
both? Regardless it was an
extremely bigoted
and
pointless comment, much
like the entire article.
It is sad that in 1998, peo
ple like you still have these
views and feel no shame in
expressing them in public
without a thought to the
people you hurt. It was not
"just humor" because true
humor is never racist or
hateful and is usually funny.
Your one sentence about
being "apologetic" for the
"people" comment was
NOT much of an apology
and simply not enough. You
owe an apology, a real one
not just to Dave Wong's, but
to every student who had
the misfortune of reading
your hatred.
Sincerely,

The House of political babies
SCOTT SWITZER
Opinion Editor
If you have not heard by
now, House Speaker Newt
Gingrich resigned last week
amidst tormenting from other
members of the house.
Gingrich, newly re-elected,
will not even serve out his new
term.
I have had mixed reactions
about this occurrence. The first
went something to the effect
"Yahoo, he's gone, he's gone,
the king elephant is gone." The
second was, "I can't believe
he's not even going to serve
out his final term."
As this is the weekly rant, I
am going to rant about the sec
ond reaction above.
Gingrich is being nothing
more than an adolescent,
sniveling, spoiled brat. Which,
among other things, means
that he fits in perfectly with the
rest of congress.
He acts as the child on the
playground that finds he can
not have his own way, and
reacts in the same way. He is
taking his ball and going
home, as if that will show
them. Attention Mr. Gingrich,
the world and this nation do
not revolve around you. If you
cannot accept that, then you
have no business being in this
government in the first place.
As for the members of the
House that teased and tor
mented Newt until he

resigned, grow up. They are no
better, if not worse, than
Gingrich is for quitting under
the pressure. Is this the kind of
message we want to be send
ing future generations and
future leaders? Do we want to
let our children know that it is
okay if they never mature past
the age of twelve or thirteen,
because they can be assured a
job in congress? I really don't
think so, and I hope that others
agree with me.

It is truly sad to see just how
things are run up on the hill. It
makes you wonder if these are
the people we really want rep
resenting our ideals and the
things we want out of our gov
ernment. There was a time,
even in this country, that serv
ing in congress was seen as an
honor. It was not something
that anyone would just walk
out on. Obviously, that time
has long since passed us by.

I
1

See House, page 8

PacificStateBank
YOUR BANK FOR YOUR FUTURE

UOP STUDENT CHECKING
ACCOUNT - $3.00 per month
Stop by one of our offices to discuss
Credit Cards
Savings Accounts
Altaville
Columbia
Stockton

736-4655
536-5900
943-7400

Arnold
Groveland

Tracv
http://www.paci ficsUleban k com
pacsl at e<£ aol.com

Member
FDIC
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OPINION
Pacific must break
the ethnic barriers
beliefs. More importantly,
students are able to have
intimate friendships with
UOP has a distinctly people of different ethnici
diverse student body. One ties.
This is a unique opportu
of the goals of this universi
ty is to expose the students nity which is not available
to different cultures and to students in a less cultur
hopefully allow the stu ally diverse environment. If
you ever eat
dents to make
friends who "It is unfortunate that in one of
are of differ our looks alone, the UOP's din
ing
halls,
ent ethnicities
color of our skin
look around
in order to
better the stu alone, can sometimes and see how
dent experi determine who we are many tables
are
filled
ence.
friends with.
with
stuIndeed,
— dents of one
UOP has students from different coun ethnicity. For the most part,
tries, students of different students of different ethnic
religions, and students with ities do not socialize with
different skin colors. This each other at meal time.
idea is one which would
Social circles are primari
allow the students to ly composed of a group of
become more wordly and people who look alike, but
more open to other people's are not necessarily of the

SARAH CLASS
Staff Writer

"We're tired of being forced into a stereotypical group."
same ethnicity. It is unfortu
nate that our looks alone, or
the color of our skin alone,
can sometimes determine
who we are friends with.
At my freshman orienta
tion, somehow Caucasians
ended up being roommates
with other Caucasians, and
Asians were in rooms with
Asians. Were we purposely
assigned to rooms based on

our ethnicity? Not only do
we separate ourselves, but
the University separates us
as well.
We are all living on the
same campus, living in the
same Residence halls, eat
ing together, going to class
together, but still separated.
Something other than char
acter is preventing us from
becoming friends.

Land of the free and home of weird
elections: From Jessie Ventura to Prop 10
BY ROGER KIM

Daily Californian
Another American elec
tion has come and gone.
Since it was a midterm elec
tion, not a lot of people paid
too much attention to it.
Even fewer people actually
turned out to vote. We live in
a country of apathetic fools
who complain about politics,
but don't do anything about
it — not even to go out and
vote.
No
horse
meat
in
California. This is by far the
saddest part of the election.
Proposition 6 passed, so I
won't be able to buy horse
meat for my delicious horse
burgers. OK, has horse meat
consumption been such a
problem in California that
people needed to vote to ban
It' Can you say frivolous ini
tiative?
For the 2000 election, I
plan to get an initiative on
the ballot that would prohib
it stupid propositions from

taking up precious space on were sponsored by none
ballots. It would save the other than the tobacco com
state millions of dollars, and panies? Of course they
make people from other wouldn't want Proposition
states start to respect 10 to pass!
California a little. We've
California has finally elect
passed enough bad proposi ed a Democrat for governor. I
tions in our history; we don't can't remember living in this
need any more.
state without a Republican in
Proposition 10, which the governor's seat. Yes, it is
levies an extra tax of 50 cents Gray Davis, but as long as it's
per pack of cigarettes for not Pete Wilson, I'm happy.
anti-smoking
education, Maybe we'll get some money
passed by less than 1 percent. for our public schools now,
Did voters really have to since the Republicans didn't
think about it that much? have to worry about them
And why did so many peo before, with their kids in
ple vote against it? Tobacco snooty private schools.
companies: bad. Taxing them
Minnesota elected a for
for the children: good.
mer pro wrestler for gover
I his is a good case to nor — Jesse "The Body"
study the way television Ventura — proof that the
commercials affect voters. American Dream still lives
Most commercials warned on. Well, it lives on as long as
that Proposition 10 would you have enough money to
create so much bureaucracy,
run for office. California may
and that the money would
oc a whacked-out state, but
not even go to children. Did it's only that way because it's
you happen to read the fine part of a whacked-out coun
print at the end of those com try. The press didn't seem to
mercials that stated they care about John F. Kennedy,

who was a drug addict and
had sex with more women in
the White House than Bill
Clinton could even dream
about.
In
France,
former
President Mitterand's mis
tress and illegitimate daugh
ter even showed up at his
funeral,
and
everyone
respected
their
privacy.
When a newspaper printed
their picture, the French peo
ple were furious about the
invasion of their privacy.
Sometimes I think I should
move to another country.
Canada is pretty much like
the United States, and they
also speak English in Great
Britain, Australia and New
Zealand. Maybe in those
countries, people actually
take the time to vote, and
maybe they even cast a ballot
after thinking about what
they are voting for or against.
I bet their media don't delve
into the private lives of their
leaders.

HOUSe-

Continued from page 7
Honestly, 1 must applaud
Gingrich for setting an exam
ple by walking out of con
gress. Now if we can only get
every other member of con
gress to do the same thing
then we will have a good
start. If these people view
their Job as nothing more titan
an inconvenience that they
can leave if it hampers their
lifestyle or causes them grief
then we don't need them.
Even more than that, we don t
want them.

Bargain Matinees in () pO •
Advance Ticket Sales
I
Available at the Box Office

Enemy of the State
Daily: (1:10, 1:40,4:15,4:45)
7:00,7:30.9:50,10:20
Early Show Fri-Sun: (10:45)__

Meet Joe Black PGI3
Daily:

(1:00. 3:45,4:30) 7:30,

8* 15

Early Show Fri-Sun: (12."00)_

The Siege - R
Daily: (2:00, 2:30,4:40,5:10)
7:15,7:45.10:15
Early Shows Fri-Sun: (I l-» '
12:05)

Living Out Loud - R
Daily: (2:40,5:05) 7:20,10^
Early Show Fri-Sun: (12-

Rush Hour - PG'3

Daily: (1:55,4:35) 7: 0. 9=40
Early Show Fri-Sun: (I l:fw.

John Carpenters
Vampires - R
Daily: 9:55 PM
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Letters from
angered students
Dear editor,

I am writing in response to
the October 29th issue of Tlte
"acificnn where my name was
mentioned in the "Ups and
downs" column on page 8. I
would like to clear the air for
those that aren't informed
with my "lack of giving inter
views."
It was only one interview
that 1 declined to give dealing
with my nomination as
ASUOP Senate President ProTemporc.

Second of all, I was never
asked formally for my inter
view by The Pacifican, 1 was
instead given a message by a
third part}'.
And third, the article may
have left the impression that
my "lack of giving interviews"
was effecting my position as
School of Education Senator. I
would like to state that tire
School of Education will not
fall apart or become the victim
of a nasty downfall, so breathe
easy.
For these reasons the "Ups
and downs" column did noth
ing more than provide an arti
Dear editor,
•HH

|

Hi I'd just like to voice an
Opinion on the article "Hate
crimes are no more than
crimes" and the accompany
ing cartoon in a previous edi
tion.
I am a Christian which
means that because I believe
what the Bible says I must
consider
homosexuality
wrong. However this does
not in the least mean that I
may in any way consider the
brutal murder of Matthew
Shepard or any other person
gay or not as a good and
proper thing. I realize that
there are people out there
who
call
themselves
Christians who think that
killing gays and bombing
abortion clinics is the "will of
G<tml

These people are sadly
mistaken and are following
iheir own twisted ideas
rather than the compassion

cle where I could be personal
ly falsely represented for sim
ply not giving one interview.
So in the future if an interview
is wanted then just find me
and ask. Everyone that knows
me knows that I have a splen
did gift of making small talk
and have no problem sharing
it with those that are less priv
ileged
And if there are even any
students out there that want a
personal interview without
going through all tire politics
of the Pacifican then come by
the ASUOP office or give me a
call (463-7873). I'll be happy to
find time and give you the
most random and insightful
interview you have ever
heard.
But to summarize every
thing in terms of two of the
world's greatest critiques, "The
Pacifican gets two thumbs
down for misrepresentation
and cheap tactics." (But don't
worry Scott, I have a gooc
therapist and I'm sure IT
eventually get over this.)

Space, the final ad gimmick
BY BEN GODAR
Iowa State Daily

Well, I sure breathed a sigh
of relief last weekend when
Sen. John Glenn safely
arrived home from outer
space.
Yes, I watched C-SPAN for
a full four hours as the Space
Shuttle Discovery not only
landed but taxied down the
runway and stopped.
I think it was at about the
Sincerely,
three- and-a-half hour mark,
Omar Tittoco
while
technicians were
checking the seal on a Jell-O
ate teachings of Jesus Christ
pudding snack-pack, that I
The cartoon features a fig
really started wondering
ure of Jesus saying "'love thy
how
all those experiments on
neighbor like you would love
the
elderly
had gone.
yourself.' Was I that vague?"
1
can
just
hear the trans
I agree it should be obvious
mission:
to anyone who has read the
"Houston,
this
is
Bible (or even just one of the
Discovery."
Gospels) that Jesus never
"Go ahead Discovery."
intended for these kinds of
"We have confirmation:
crimes (which they most
John
Glenn is still old in
assuredly are) to occur.
outer
space."
The cartoon and particu
"Affirmative." (muffled
larly the article seems to
cheer)
assume and imply that a
What a great moment in
Christians agree with the
the
history of the American
statements presented by the
space
program, right up there
protesters. I would just like to
with
when
they realized that
emphasize the fact that this is
one
of
the
interns
from MIT
false, in fact I would venture
screwed
one
of
the
Hubbell
to say that the proportion of
telescope
lenses
on
wrong.
people who claim to follow
I'm really not sure that the
Christianity in this country
trip
was the best possible
who do agree with that view
allocation
of
resources.
is vanishingly small.
There's a number of equally
pressing topics that need to
Sincerely,
be addressed with high-cost,
Brian Thomas
zero-gravity research. For

instance, what is the affect of
zero-gravity on the reproduc
tive systems of mules? We all
know mules are infertile here
on earth, but what about in
outer space?
Come on people, the appli
cations are obvious.
With a super-race of pack
animals, we could lay siege
on that bastard
Saddam Hussein and put
in an American-friendly pup
pet-government. Our old pal
Augusto Pinochet could use a
job.
Is Kraft Macaroni still the
cheesiest?
As long as we're on the
subject of corporate producttesting, wouldn't a little
product placement be a good
idea? Tang has had a corner
on the space market for way
the hell too long.

'Hey, John Glenn, what's
that you're doing over
there?"
"Oh, Jimmy, 1 was just
cracking open a cool, refresh
ing can of Pepsi One. Only
one calorie, Jimmy, even in
zero-gravity."
If you ask me, NASA really
biffed on the entertainment
value of the whole thing.
They thought John Glenn was
going to entertain America?
We're the country that can
celed "The Golden Girls, for
Christ's sake!
Anyway, let's keep fund
ing a program that pursues
one of the most basic quests
of human nature, the quest
for understanding. Those of
you who thought the basic
quests were for food and
shelter were obviously mis
taken.
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NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA

l

SANDWICHES • FRESH SALADS • SOUP

I

DRAFT BEER • W INES

2300 W. Alpine Ave
(1 Block From 1-5)
462-6668

$2.00 Off
Large Pizza
with coupon
one coupon
per pizza
| expires 1/31/99 |
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Students Two shows left to catch Cosi Fan Tutte
intern
with DA
DEPARTMENT OF
THEATRE ARTS

CAREER AND
1NTERSHIP CENTER

This semester two stu
dents form UOP are intern
ing at the San Joaqin County
District Attorneys Office.
Julie Brown, a Senior
Economics major and Jaimt
'achecho, a Political Science
major both have had the
unique experience of work
ing with the homicide diviJ
sion. Brown who plaits on
Jttending law school appre
ciates
this
experience
because it has "motivated
">er to redefine and focus on
ler goals.
Brown and Pachecho
lave a full table of responsi
bilities at the DA's office.
Brown reports that she is
able to review reports, suboocna witnesses, review
new cases, and coordinate
detectives.
One of the most exciting
duties
is
"discovery."
Brown and Pachecho are
able to handle evidence like
autopsy reports. They also
lave the responsibility to
ensure that all evidence
received or collected by the
DA gets to the Prosecutor.
Brown was able to locate an
independent DNA lab and
iave evidence analyzed.
The students are also able
to develop a vast contact
network of attorneys and
<»vv professionals. Brown
reported, "This internship
made me realize the impor
tance of being creative and
Hiking down new avenues
when trying to resolve com
plicated issues. *'
Internships are available
to all interested students in
all areas of academia. For
more information contact
the Career and Internship
( enter on the second floor of
McConchie Hall, 946-2361.

Did you miss the opening
of the comedic opera Cosi
Fan Tutte? Are you feeling
like you missed an evening
of hilariously fun entertain
ment? Well, rest assured
that there are still two nights
left to see this light hearted,
witty opera. What happens
when young men decide to
test the fidelity of young
women?
Find out this
weekend! Get your tickets
now for Friday, November
20 or Sunday, November 22,
and you wonit miss a thing.
Jam packed with talent
and comedy, Cosi Fan Tutte
examines the faithfulness of
two young women as their
lovers play a trick on them

to test their fidelity. As the
two
young
soldiers,
Ferrando and Guglielmo,
approach their wedding
day, they are overwhelmed
with their feelings of love
for their brides to be. When
an older friend, Don
Alfonso, mocks them, pro
fessing doubts about womenfs capacity for fidelity, the
young soldiers claim that
their fiancEes would never
be unfaithful. Inspired by
this, Don Alfonso challenges
his young friends to test the
fidelity of their brides to be,
Fiordiligi and Dorabella.
The young soldiers agree.
They tell their fiances that
they have been called off to
battle and when they return,
they will be wed. The men
then disguise themselves.

Confident that they will not
be recognized, the soldiers
approach the ladies and
attempt to woo the opposite
fiance. What results is com
edy caused by mistaken
identity and the portrayal of
female fidelity.
Todd Strange and Joshua
Powell, both most recently
seen in UOPis production of
A Little Night Music, will
lend their voices to the
characters of the young sol
diers while they attempt to
woo their brides to be, por
trayed by Rachel Vasquez,
most recently seen in Little
Red Riding Hood, and
Jessica Deardorff, also last
seen in A Little Night Music.
To add to the confusion of
disguised characters, Chris
Sponseller, making his UOP

debut, will portray the u,*,,
and
experienced o 0
Alfonso, while Sarah Booth
as the maid, leads the gjj
emotions in every way but
the right way.

Talented voices and a
comedic plot, Cosi Fan Tutte
is a guaranteed evening of
entertainment that isnfi too
late to catch if you move
quickly. So get your tickets I
now for November 20 at 8:00i
p.m. or November 22 at 5 :Ool
p.m.
Performances take
place on the south campus
side of the UOP campus, in
the DeMarcus Brown Studio
Theatre. Tickets are $10 for
General Admission and $5
for students, seniors and
faculty and can be obtained
through the UOP Box Office
at 946-2UOP

Forensics team takes fourth place

rwc PAncfrAM
THE
PACIFICAN
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.
ing a patient's life in an asy spective of faking orgasms.
lum.
She also was a Finalist in
Even with small numbers,
Radena Stager won a Extemporaneous Speaking.
the UOP Forensics team can third
place
award
in Marie Grieve won a second
make an impressive show Program
of
Oral place
award
. in
ing. Four UOP competitors Interpretation. Consisting
Communication Analysis
headed up to Chico for a of
Prose, Poetry, and
three-day tournament at Dramatic selections, Radena pointing out the hidden
messages within religious
Butte College on Nov. 6-8.
spoke on the female per web sites.
The team won fourth place
in sweepstakes over the
likes of larger squads like
DC Davis and UC Berkeley.
Assistant
Coach
Jeff
Zinger said, lit would be
funny if we placed in the
top five. Low and behold,
they did.
Ialia Jomini and Edwin
Tiongson showed that they
were a dynamic duo by
tying for the second best
speaker award of the tour
nament.
Jomini
and
Tiongson won first place in
Duo Interpretation as well
as in one other individual
event. Talia won a first
place award in Persuasive
speaking
showing
the
harms of Aspertame, a
sugar substitute. Edwin
won a first place award in
Prose Interpretation showForensic m,n memKrs proudly iisp™, many

Zinger also said, I'm real
ly proud of this group. Il
was a good showing for a
good team.
The team plans to head
down to California State
University at Northridge on
Nov. 11-13 for their next
tournament.
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LL takes on technology
areers, AIDS/HIV and drugs
FE PACIFICAN

Vow is a good time to contaking a class through
•long Learning. The fall
nester is fast coming to an
I and the holidays are just
und the comer, ut there are
still a number of classes
may want to consider,
ecially if you need an elec? unit or two.
I'OU can still register for
w to Make a Positive
vr Transition,: scheduled
riday, November 20, from
:00 p.m. and Saturday,
vember 21 and Sunday
vember 22, from 9:00- 3:30
i., in WPC 218. This is a
at opportunity to learn how
develop your job search
Is. Cost for the one extendunit (elective) class is $85
s $5 for materials,
f your future career is a hgh
rity right now, then con•r taking a computer class

on
lp^rr*ir»rr f*-v
. i_ use
on learning
to effectively
and contemporary perspec
the most universal business tives on alcohol and other
software,
Microsoft
97.
drug use; looks at the current
Microsoft 97; Power for the
epidemic, and explores availWorkplace? is ofered on abe recovery ro
Monday
November
30,
buthighofferedDecemberDe
Tuesday Decemeber 1, and
cemberfunctionsAttentiongra
Thursday december 3 from
phicPowerpointalcoholDrugn
7:00-10:00 p.m., in the Wendell d explores available recovery
Phillips Computer Lab. An resources.
iHIV/AIDS
intensive study of Excel and rtaocssinei
Assessment and Treatment?
Powerpoint for business appli- scheduled
for
Sunday
cations is provided. The main December 6 from 9:00 a.m.features of the popular spread 5:30 p.m. in WPC 219, will
sheet will be covered, includ cover the characteristics and
ing functins, graphics, and methods of assessment and
worksheet design. Atention ill treatment of people living
be given to learning modern with HIV and AIDS. Each 1/2
presentation pgraphic display extended education unit (elec
techniques using PowerPoint. tive) class costs $45 plus a $5
Cost for this class is $150.
materials fee.
Is there a relationship
For more information on
between drug, acohol addic these and other classes avail
tion and HIV/AIDS? ialcohol able before year-end, stop by
and Drung Detection is offered McConchie Hall or call
Saturday, December 5, from Lifelong Learning at (209) 9469:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., in WPC 2424.
219, examines the historical
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Alpha Kappa Lambda
participating in Habitata You to all of our hashers A
This is your last chance for Humanity this week
for making our days at Tri Z

8et your Crime Seen
in the McCaffrey
Center, hurry they are
going fast! We thank the
ies of Alpha Phi for a
wonderful exchange last
f. ay; We had a blast!
3ve a great Thanksgiving
vacation, and don't eat a
ot °f turkey, because you
*onft be able to walk to
class when you get back!
t0

CUPS

Alpha Phi Omega
nc a? ,brothers and sister
Alpha Phi Omega are
RE

end. We will be building
fences and tearing down
walls and fixing up houses.
Have a great weekend, and
a thankful holiday.

Delt brighter!

I

Phi Delta Theta
A
We would like to con
E
gratulate our newly initiat
ed members. We are proud T
Delta Delta Delta
of their achievements thus I
Cogratulations to all far and we are confident P
UOP students... we only that they will contribute 0
have a few more weeks of the necessary heart and J-J
school left in the fall semes dedication it takes to be a „
ter. The ladies of Delta brother of Phi Delta Theta.
Delta Delta would like to Congratulations guys! As N
wish all Tigers and their always we welcome any- M
families a fun and safe hol one to drop by the house A
iday. Also a special Thank and say hello.

$ R K A M N O I T 0 P I T Y Q S ^ Z A B X y r

° you know a faculty, I
,an member, student
community neighbor
natnas contributed
significantly in
t
| °ckton?<Qall The
cifican with your
ldeas today?
J?^)946-2114
A-ww

|

Freshmen relax at retreat planned by Honor Peers.

Peer serves as role
model to freshmen
R.K. STEPHENS
Metro Editor
Colorful ties decorate the
window frame.
Bright
rosters hide the glow of the
white walls along with the
colorful printed sheet pro
tecting the room from
tarmful ultra violet lights
that are neither conducive
to studying or living. What
is so special about this room
is not the extra attention
put into its decor, but rather
the person who designed it.
The decorating efforts rep
resent the time and atten
tion its designer puts into
all of his projects, including
his responsibility as an
Honors Peer.
Dylan Bartley, like all of
the other Honor Peers in
the
John
Ballantyne
Residence Hall is commit
ted to making the best of his
time here at University of
the Pacific. Bartley's atti
tude is extraordinary. .
He firmly believes in the
open door" rule. This
apparently is the easiest
way of maintaining com
munication within the hall.

Keeping the door open is an
invitation to chat, help with
homework, or just let others
know your around.
As one walks down the
halls of this bright facility
the warm and friendly env
ronment becomes apparent
Bartley recalls that ht
doesn't have to worry about
his property in John B
"You can trust people. You
can leave your laundry out
side your door for a week
and nobody will steal or
damage it." Bartley does
not recommend doing that
however.
It is the people of John
Ballantyne that make this
place a home to Bartley. He
believes they make a differ
ence in his day. Bartley
hopes to establish a friendly
and trustworthy relation
ship with his peers.
"I wanted to become a
peer because I wanted to
create the same atmosphere
that was here last year.
There was a feeling of cama
raderie and respect.
I
enjoyed it so much because
John B. is unique."
See Honorable, page 12
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Professor Cox turns history around for her students
LARA ZAMANSKY
Calander Editor
A new face around the his
tory department is enjoying
her first semester spreading
her knowledge of history to
students
interested
in
researching the past for
today's answers. Caroline Cox
has been here since August
and has already found so
many things she likes about
teaching at UOP. For one, (a
total given), the campus is
beautiful, especially now that
it is fall and the leaves are
turning those great autumn
colors. She recognizes that
UOP directs its energy to
teaching students. With the
smaller, more intimate envi
ronment encompassed natu

rally within the size of the to school! During the time she
school, teaching is the first pri spent in college she had the
experience of a great history
ority.
Cox did not start her career professor teaching and moti
vating her. Cox
world
as
a
admired
him
teacher or pro
greatly. He was
fessor. She had a
a very famous
career in financ
historian who
ing before she
had
written
decided that it
many
books.
was not the road
You would think
she wanted to
that a professor
take. The reason
Lof thirty some
for Cox's sud
3 years would not
den
career
|
be as devoted to
change was her
his students, but
decision about
professor
her
her work in Caroline Cox
finance not being relevant or was dedicated more then ever
as important to the world as to doing all he could for his
pupils. Cox feels, " I was very
teaching and educating.
As a result she packed up lucky to be taught by him."
From there, Cox started
her belongings and went back

Positions open for
spring semester
JORGE M. BARR1ERE
Guest Writer
School of Engineering
Senator- Attention all School
of Engineering students! The
current senator representing
the School of Engineering,
Matthew Dunsdon, will be
fulfilling his coop require
ment next semesterand will
no longer be able to fulfill his
duties as senator of ASUOP.
Consequently, a Senate posi
tion will be opening. ASUOP
senators are elected officials
from their particular con
stituencies, one from each
college and three at-large sen
ators, voted in by the student
body. Each senator serves in
the Associated Students,
approving all expenditures of
student funds, as well as cre
ating policy for students' best
interest. Applications are
available from tire ASUOP
suffice and tire deadline for
this position is November
24th. For more information
call 946-2233.
Student
Involvement
Comissioncr- Our current
Student
Involvement
Commissioner.
Crystal
Rarnard, will be leaving to
study abroad for a semester.
ASL'OP is currently seeking

someone to fulfill this posi
tion for the Spring semester.
The Student Involvement
Commissioner, as a member
of the cabinet, is the coordina
tor for ASUOPUs student
representation board whose
purpose is to represent stu
dents in the various campus
committees and acts as the
grade grievance student
advocate to remedy student
grade disputes and serves as
the Elections Coordinator for
scheduled and special elec
tions. The deadline for this
position is November 20th
and position descriptionsand
applications are available at
the ASUOP office. For more
information call 946-2233.
ASUOP
Constitution
available on web - The
ASUOP Constitution is now
availbale on the web.
Considering this document
will be up for a popular vote
fairly soon, ASUOP urges
you to review it and email
any somments or questions
to
ASUOPFYl@uop.edu.
View the coastitution on tire
web
at;
http://jarl.cs.uop.edu/student/asuop/asuopdocuments/public/consti
ution/ ASUOP2_WebDoc.
html.

Honorable.

continued from page 11
His attitude is serious
about being involved and
having fun with the fresh
men. Bartley celeebrates in
the peers succeses and helps
them when they are in need.
His devotion and committ
ment to the freshmen is

teaching at the University of tunity everyday to my
California at Berkeley, where with different students,
she received her own educa her professor from her M
tion. She now teaches on our college experience, she
cart not wait to g
campus
as
to class and beg
A s s i s t a n t
"Everyone
her day ofteadm
Professor with a
specialty in Early should be doing Before Cox y
A m e r i c a n something that her career cha*
she would dig
History.
Cox
they love and having to get upii
instructs many
that excites
work, fearing |
classes on topics
would just
including
the
them!"
another routj
A m e r i c a n
Now, shej
Revolution,
Caroline Cox day.
happy doing sou
African American
thing more, "e«
and
Native
American History, and she is tionally satisfying and impo
capable of teaching many oth tant to the world."
"Everya
ers. Cox has a very wide range believes that,
should be doing sometba
interest in all areas of history.
Cox feels her job is very that they love and that exefl
exciting as she gets the oppor- them!"
ecouraging to the freshman
who are just as concerned
about him.
To be an Honors Peer is to
be a confidant.
Bartley
describes his opportunity as
a chance to be a "role model
to the freshmen, a reference
to them. I try to help them
out with whatever I can."
Bartley's overall message

about the Honors Peer pit
gram was not "to look dot
on them from above, full
be their ally" by their side
Each year the sophoml
Honor Peers collaborate I
plan the annual freshmj
rendezvous at UOP's Featjj
River Inn. Many pe®5 P*
ticipate in the hall's comiK
nity council.

future

is written
ail over your

face

How you care lor your skin today has let1
with what it'll look like in several j»
nV/V'-'
Dermaiogica skin care t herapists, we are •
trained to restore your skin to its "P"
health, ensuring that it will !<*>k in
j
innovative techniques and cutting*'#1 1
tions deliver maximum results in a
time...and for years to come.

A Stir,Or SytRm RcwreW mi tin&pi h U* iifeMksil [semi

Visit us today for product samP
perfect for your skin.

Laser & Skin Center at
Central Valley Dermatology
423 NI. Lincoln Center
Stockton, CA 95207
477-SKIN (7546)
SK;M

Central Valley Derma tok
Skin Care Center
294 N. Cottage Avenut

Manteca, CIA 95331
825-4302

www.theskincarecenter.com
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&6-2114

Thursday
November 19,
1998

Boy Scouts of America
Leadership Seminar
6:30 pm
call 946-2331

Raymond Common
Room

mder Studies
•ogram
eaker Professor Linda
irber
on
"Lesbian
minism,
Women
of
)lor and the Rise of
leer Theory"
:)0 pm

Women's Basketball with
Portland
7:00 pm
call 946-2UOP for tickets

Spanos Center

bchtel International
enter

Men's Basketball with
CSU Chico

Vealth Preservation"

8:00 pm
call 946-2UOP for tickets

10 am
cation: Gallery
11 464-0194

axwell's Bookmark

ie Center for
aching, Learning,
id Technology
sing PowerPoint
to
thance Teaching and
laming:
Mencies and Pratfalls"
00 noon- 1:00 pm
'1 946-2434
brary Room 245

Friday

November 20,
1998

P A c I F I c A N

Spanos Center

Theatre Arts and the
Conservatory of Music
presents Mozart's comic
opera "Cosi fan tutte"
8:00 pm
call 946-2UOP for tickets

DeMarcus Brown Studio
Theatre

call 464-0194

Maxwell's Bookmark
"Basic Life Support for
Heartsavers"
8:00 am- 4:30 pm
call 467-6331

St. Joseph's Medical
Center
"Basic Life Support for
Health Care Providers"
8:00 am- 4:30 pm
call 467-6331

St. Joseph's Medical
Center

Saturday
November 21, 1998
School of Engineering's
Mathematics,
Engineering, Science
Achievements sponsors
"Saturday Academy"
7:30 am - 2:00 pm
call 946-2883

Poetry Workshop

McCaffrey Center
Theatre

7:00 - 9:00 pm
Location: Gallery
call 464-0194

Boy Scouts of America
Leadership Seminar

Maxwell's Bookmark
Gurdiieff Discussion
Group

call 946-2331 for info.

Raymond Common
Room

Storytime

11:00 am
Location: Poet's Comer
call 464-0194

Maxwell's Bookmark

Sunday
November 22,
1998
Boy Scouts of America
Leadership Seminar
8:00 am- 2:00 pm

Raymond Coomom
Room
Catholic Mass

Help Wanted
lljephonist

position open at real estate company. Need basic office skills, will train ir
estate field. Call Elvera at Century 21 Properties unlimited (209)952-4333.
aPaPavlo's Mediterranean Bistro is looking for a reliable, fun, outgoing bartender to
''rtend on weekends and private parties. Pays $7-10/hr. plus tips. Call for Jennifer or
n<- y at 477-6133 for more information.
T"|ors needed High SAT scores and reliable car. Pay $11/hr. Call 888-328-PREP.
ors needed- elem., hs subjects. Bay Area Only. Earn $15-20/hr. Jack or Joan (408) 227-1

DeMarcus Brown Studio
Theatre

Poet's Corner
7:00- 9:00 pm
Location: Poet's Comer
call: 464-0194

Maxwell's Bookmark

Monday
November 23, 1998

9:30 am

Pacific Wootlwind
Quintet

Fall Band Concert

Morris Chapel

8:00 pm

3:00 pm

Faye Spanos Concert
Hall

Monday Night Music
Series
7:00- 10:00 pm
Location: Poet's Comer
call 464-0194

Maxwell's Bookmark

A Jolly Good Time!
Noon to 2 am Everyday
•Pool
•Darts
•Pinball
•Sports TVs
•World's Best
Microbrews
•Full Bar with
Daily Drink
Specials
FtxxJ Served
12-2 pm &
5- 9 pm

2301 Pacific Avenue
t»n the Miracle Mile

9374125

Thanksgiving
Schedule

'Model open daily
'Unique 1 , 2 4 3
bedro0TO

'Park • like setting
'Fireplaces

•Pool Spa

X

,. w ,

Best Value1
Best

Location!!

Grouse Run Apartments
4738 Grouse Run Drive • (209) 957-8710

ftp**
Thanksgiving Day
open at 6:00 PM

Thursday
Entertainment 11/27
Studebaker Blues Band

Friday
Entertainment 11/28
Lucky Diaz and the Highrollers

Saturday
y94 S^evCamaro Z-28 Beautiful blue, T-top, CD changer, AT, A/C, nice tires, power
D erything and more! Call (530) 824-3197.
n /*^r
R^nch $129 full season pass only 25 available with this ad, offer expires
11/20/98. (530)426-3635.

5:00 pm
call 946-2UOP

Morris Chapel

5:00 - 7:00 pm
Location: Gallery

Classifieds

Theatre Arts and the
Conservatory of Music
presents Mozart's comic
opera "Cosi fan tutte"

Come and enjoy the holidays at

Flynns!!
6252 Pacific Avenue

473-3748

CALENDAR
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"Back Strengthening
Class"
5:30 - 6:30 pm
call 472-2230
,
St. Joseph's Medical
Center

Club Calendar
Monday
November 23,
1998
College of the Pacific
Association meeting

Engineers
12:00 noon
Anderson Hall room #10

Tuesday
November 24,
1998

Campus Apolistic
Fellowship

Bible Study
8:00 pm
call Melissa Durkin 948- 7:00 pm
South West Dormitory
2185
Lobby
WPC conference room
[I
I
I

Wesley Fellowship
Meeting
7:30 - 9:00 pm
Colliver Hall

Tuesday
November 24,
1998

Society Of Women

Wednesday
November zS,
1998

Women's Basketball
with St. Mary's
5:30 pm
call 946-2UOP for tickets
Spanos Center

Folk Dance and Swing
7:30 - 9:30 pm
call 847-4439
South Campus Gym

Men's Basketball with
San Jose State
8:00 pm
call 946-2UOP
Spanos Center

If so please
contact Laura
Zamansk
insky at
946-2115

Pacific Video
• Over 8,000 Videos for sale
• Most videos $8.95 or
3 for $25.00
• Videos for $3.95
• Large adult section for
rent and for sale
• All adult films $8.95 each
3214 I'acilic Ave
Ki^nl itcruM from Smart Foods
Phone: (20«l 443-2338

\I '

Storytime
11:00 - 11:30 am
Location: Poet's Corner
call 464-0194
Maxwell's Bookmark

All submitions for
Club Calendar
must be in by
Friday at 12:00 noon
on the third floor of
Hand Hall.

She's a gang

Book Buying
10:00 am - 1:00 pm
Location: Cafe
call: 464-0194
Maxwell's Bookmark

with a goal
LESS CRIME IS
NO ACCIDENT

don't believe
everything
you feel.
You've been puled from the woncl you Once
know. There's a reason for It's depression,
it's very prevalent. But
also very treatable.

it

It takes you — and programs that i.

Call 1.-800-WE PREVENT,
and we'll send you a free t "
on how you can support pre
in your community that keep
away from crime and crime
from kids.

tgt.W.'IIJJM
\ vi w W e e r e v e n t .

TRIAT DtPRESSlON
SI Cause ot'Suigite
http:ftvww.save.org

U N I V E R S I T Y O F T H E PACU
A quality program from a

Stockton Civic Theatre

Attention
Clubs
Interested in par
ticipating in the
Club Calendar?

Game Night
7:00 - 10:00 pm
Location: Cafe
call: 464-0194
Maxwell's Bookmark

Evensong
5:30 pm
Morris Chapel

Evensong
5:30 - 6:00 pm
Featured perfomers: Sarah
Booth, Jennifer Monk,
Carmen
Steele,
and
Stephanie Paders
call Mark Zier 946-2325
Morris Chapel

THE PACIF

Presents

November 20 - December 13,1998
Preview: November 18,1998
Directed: Dorothy B. Mulvihill
Our holiday musical will tell the familiar story of
A Christmas Carol in song and dance.
Student Rush Tickets available

<?

Call 473-2424 for ticket info

«*c? <*<?

Stop by arid meet the new Baun Fitness
Center manager, Jennifer Sexton.
You can still join Baun for the remainder
of the semester for a reduced rate of $30.
The Baun Fitness Center Staff would like
to thank Ted Baun for his continued support.
We would like to wish all of our
members a Happy Thanksgiving.
(Bring this ad into the Baun Fitness Center for a
chance to win a free membership for next semester.)

<? ^<? «»<? «»<? «»<?

UNIQUE CURRICULUM
• Emphasis on Leadership and Innovation
• 1 Year Accelerated Program
• Full time or Part time enrollment
• Day & Evening Classes
• International Study Opportunity
• General Management & Entrepreneurs^ rat
• JD/MBA and Peace Corps joint program

INFORMATION SESSION
Today, November 19,1998
5:30 - 7:00 p.m.
Weber Hall 112
http ://www .uop.edu /csb
ERERHARDT SCHOOL OE V>^SU
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Top Ten
Top ten signs your
roommate's going to
kill you

* DURKIN
iter

Black"-Drama
Romance
Brad Pitt, Anthony
Claire Forlani, Jake
arria Gay Harden,
Tambor
: Martin Brest

10) You're a little
suspicious about the life
insurance plan he's taken
out on you.

m,

9) His last science
project was titled: How
to Kill your Roommate
with a Bar of Soap.

ITS minutes
Black", a
I Pictures' loose
f the 1934 movie
rkes a Holiday",
mmed up in two
> long.
g just short of three
1eet Joe Black" sur'• epoch lengthiness
" yet doesn't enter•11.

Brest,
el°e

director,

Black, page 16

8) Overheard him
saying to your mom how
great it would be once
you were out of the way.
Buster and his youthful playmate, relax during the Saturday afternoon lacrosse game
on Brookside Field. Despite the intense action in front of her, Buster proved a good dis
traction. It didn't matter if Pacific won or lost the game, this young Tiger fan was
content with entertaining her puppy.

est albums either lyrical or lousy
^

er

touch of a button
' '"nsported back to,
and into the swing
new album entitled
°"t With Blue Plate
n
( east coast group of
1 and nine instrue Plate Special has a
'nspired by yesterc

°n "A Night Out..."

rahve and tell fantasNh lines like "[in] a
I
°f perfume
| Uth' this album is
|ngtn;. My favorite
-. Might Ort" and
!V" Fool." I also
'&ht in Havana" P'ng hit that sounds
out Of a Latin
" the mambo was
Is a group
to be in the
at the right time.
hr tiUS'C t^oming
1 ' this band is tal
L

ented enough to set the pace for Far." With an easy-on-the-ears
Although Evans seems to
other swingin' starlets.
voice, similar to that of Terri have a natural talent for coun
"Since," on the other hand, Clark, Evans has a great CD on try, some of her songs sound
has a long way to go before her
hands. "The Great rather plain and uneventful. I
reaching stardom. This new CD Unknown" and "Cryin' Game" think, though, with some expe
from Richard Buckner is lousy. are my picks for best songs from rience under her belt buckle,
His music itself is nice however, the album. Also, "The Knot and more freedom to explore
because he is a talented guitar Comes Untied" is a wonderful her music, Evans will create a
player. This redeeming quality
gives his music a folk-like
sound that is quite appealing.
But Buckner's lyrics are difficult
to understand because his
vocals are so whiny.
New
York
Magazine
remarked on one of Buckner's
older albums by saying that he
is a "folksy songwriter [who]
paints desperation and loss
with such elegant strokes..." In
my opinion, anyone who buys
"Since" will definitely feel des
peration and loss after hearing
the first song. Do yourself, and
anyone in earshot, a favor and
leave this CD on the shelf.
We wrap up today's article
with a talented newcomer
named Sara Evans. Evans
brings country fans a new
album called "No Place That Sara Evans offers country listeners an "easy-on-the-ears" voice.
pntpH pnnnoii fn cpt flip nar» fr\r

17-..-"
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7) He "accidentally"
placed knives in your pil
low last night.
6) You saw your name
on his People to Kill list.
5) He's a celebrity.
4) He's scattered
tile-colored land mines
throughout the room.
3) You hear a ticking
sound coming from your
teddy bear.
2) Everytime he sees you
walking he yells, "Dead
man walking!"
1) He's watched "Dead
Man on Campus" twice,
so he's insane.

Compiled by
Julian Zabalboascoa
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More than just ribs
HOLLY CACCIAPAG LIA
Staff Writer

Tony Roma's

Location: 2671 W.
March Ln. 957-7662,
Hours: Open MonThur: 1 1 :00-9:30, FriSat: 12-10; Sun: 12-9.
I decided to try Tony Roma's
this week because I always
seem to forget it exists. Perhaps
I'm not the only one. Overall 1
had a positive experience.
After our waiter introduced
himself and took our drink
order, one of my friends acci
dentally tripped him as he left.
Liter he caught me aggressive
ly poking the wheat roles with
an inquisitive look on my face. I
could tell he didn't know what
to make of it, however 1 felt no
need to explain myself. You all
know 1 was just trying to be
thorough. They were plenty

joe Black

Continued from page IS

infuses long silent scenes
throughout this film that are
unbearable.
"Meet Joe Black" postu
lates that Death decides to
take a vacation among the
living. He chooses corporate
tycoon Bill Parrish
(Hopkins), who is sched
uled to die of a heart attack,
to be his host during his stay.
The deal: as long as Bill
keeps things interesting for
Death, Death will prolong
Bill's and his own time alive.
Death is renamed "Joe
Black" and introduced to
Bill's two daughters, Allison
(Harden)
and
Susan
(Forlani) and their respec
tive others. Quince (Tambor)
and Drew (Weber).
The deal runs smoothly
until Joe and Susan fall in
love. Bill opposes the rela
tionship, but there's nothing
he can do about it. After all,
nothing is more certain and
powerful than "death and
taxes".
Joe's innocent, child-like
manner is comic at times.
But, if death is omniscient
and ubiquitous, why is he so
naive among the living? He

soft, by the way. I think he was
happy to see us finally go.
For as much trouble as we
gave him he was very friendly
and personable. He also offered
to help finish my dinner. 1
declined. 1 order the soup and
salad for $4.99 because I didn't
have much of an appetite. The
salad looked pretty and was
very fresh. 1 had bleu cheese on
the side that was a bit too tangy
for me. 1 wasn't accustomed to
tangy bleu cheese and I didn't
care for it.
The potato soup however
was full of flavor and very fill
ing. It was topped with bacon
bits, shredded cheddar cheese
and chives. The soup was thick
with big pieces of potatoes
mixed in with lots of spices.
My sister ordered the barbe
cue beef sandwich for $5.99.
She reported that the meat was
tender and easy to bite into but
still made for a markedly
messy meal. Halfway through,
does posses the gift of lan
guage as illustrated in clever
scenes with a Jamaican lady.
Pitt and Forlani provide
the hunk and beauty images.
However, Pitt is jerky and
inconsistent with his charac
ter. Sometimes he's a lamb,
others
he's
Napoleon.
Forlani is graceful, but also
weepy and wimpy. The two
have awkward chemistry
which doesn't capture the
audience's sympathy.
1 definitely did not like the
ending to this film. Like the
rest of the drama, it's drawn
out. At the point the audi
ence feels it has reached a
logical closure, the movie
keeps going, frustrating the
viewer. The melodramatic
music and obscene fireworks
display doesn't help.
Yet, the movie centers
around time and excess, so
the style could be seen as
reflecting the content. I did
enjoy the photography; with
images rich in color, drama,
and beauty.
Overall, "Meet Joe Black"
takes too long to get its point
across. The romance is con
trived and Death itself is
unclear. What happens to
the rest of the world while
Death is on vacation?

Ribs or no ribs, Tony Roma's offers flavors for many tastes and many options uitlin

the bun got soggy from the
sauce and she retired to her
corn on the cob and french fries.
The corn and fries were very
tasty, as was the sandwich that
she said she would order again
if she was hungry enough to
eat it a little faster.
My other eating companion
went with the crispy chicken
sandwich, also $5.99, which she

described as far from bland.
She had sauteed vegetables
along with a baked potato as
sides. She was very satisfied
with both.
We all left the restaurant
very full and ready to sleep. So
I declare Tony Roma's is worth
a try for lunch or dinner
whether you're a rib eater or
not.

Makamatsu visits
Stockton Symphony
HE PACIFICAN
1997
Van
Cliburn
nternational
Piano
Competition Gold Medal
winner Jon Nakamatsu will
oin the Stockton Symphony
under the direction of Music
Director Peter Jaffe to per:orm Rachmanioff's Piano
Concerto No. 1 in F-sharp
minor, op. 1. Concerts will be
Wednesday, December 9,
and Thursday, December 10,
8:00 PM, at the Atherton
Auditorium, San Joaquin
Delta College in Stockton.
Also on the program will
be Debussy's La Mer (The
Sea) and Hovannes' And
God Created Great Whales.
A Bay area native, 28-yearold Nakamatsu is the first
American to win the coveted
award since 1981. The Fort
Worth Star Telegram report
ed his performance as "the
most
thrilling
musical
moment of
my
life."
Following his victory, he was
invited to replace Viadimir
Ashkenazy in Sao Paulo and
Rio de Janeiro as soloist with

the Deutsches SymphonieOrchester Berlin.
"World-class Nakamatsu"
gushed the Contra Costa
Time after last season's per
formance in Berkeley. The
1997-98 season also took him
to
Aspen,
Boston,
Anchorage, Paris, London
and Milan. This season
Nakamatsu performs in the
Kennedy
Center
in
Washington DC., and with
the Dallas Symphony, the
Los Angeles Philharmonic,
New World Symphony and
the
Detroit
Symphony
among others
Nakamatsu was the fea
tured guest soloist at the
1996 Stockton Symphony's
Pops & Picnic, Gershwin-'s
Wonderful,
performing
Rhapsody in Blue. His
upcoming performance in
December is one not to be
missed.
Tickets are $12 to $30. For
ticket information call the
Stockton Symphony at (209)
951-0196, or the Atherton
Auditorium box office at
(209)954-5110.

43 YEARS ofQUAl

"Afantt/s"

Unmua

Breast of Chicken 5

Marinated Carved frond

From the Ranch i
San Francisco's Best Han:'1
We use 100% ground Ire

The livestock is led irt
natural feeds without!
growth hormones o

Rotisserie Chid"
with Fresh HowBarbequed Beef
from our Wood BunKl"
Rotisserie Roaitd
Breast of Turku
Sandwich

BLT Sandwid
Hand t«« API*
Smokfd Bacon
Sou Seni't

Fresh Pacific Re^
hip
Fish and Chip
Sou SrfH

i'

Fresh Deep P'h

Freshly Su""
Artichoke

Sala^

Fresh Squeeze:d

Milk Si*
Made wt

Re Crea"1

Woof*

"STOCKTO^^I

161! T$S
6
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\is Editor
anyone read the
lie Safety report last
it was reported that
iov. 1 a "passenger in
opped vehicle was
upon" over on
in Way. It's not that I
this vile act of saliexpulsion disturbbut what made me
is that someone took
lime to report this to
ic safety. If it was me 1
ldn't
have
just
lorted it." I would
taken some vigilante
»n on those who "spit
inin."
ive to really give
to the lawnmower
here at Pacific. I was
[tie concerned about
itatus of Knoles Lawn
'•r in the semester, but
spirits have been liftIhe care of that lawn
good hands. It is
lv'ing
the highest
"it of
attention,
it amazes me is these
hand mow" that
iantuan of a lawn,
'iievable.
ave rather disturbing
certain townte apartments have
Iserious cases of light
burnout. In fact, in
ich case, these girls
•o watch television
sifigle candle.
The
jsing thing about
'tuation is that if by
chance there is an
1
blackout,
they
notice a difference
lc,r ''festyle, except
I the whole "Days"

Pisces

(January 20 to February 18)
So you're not ready to go out
and conquer the world now,
but you can bone up on some
facts that .you'll need later.
Take one ster> at a lime.

(February 19 to March 20)
Unless you've done your home
work, don't K'«pine involved in
what looks like an unfeasible
proposition. 7t'n in the friendship
area when? jibtfllaJritfe now.

Gemini

Cancer
(June 21 to July 22) You're
tempted to seek the unusual in
entertainment now and thereby
get yourself in some.sort of trou
ble. Opt for conventional fun
outlets.

(September 23 :tQ October 22)
Don't just take -somebody's
word about an investment. Stay
away from areas ahout which
you know Uttk. Accent work as
the vehicle to financial success.

(October 23,tq November 21)
Somebody who Haters may not
be the person to ask for advice.
Partners are your best allies at
present. He a good listener. Pay
attention.
«

Libra

Aries
(March 21 to April 19) Some
mistakes' cotitd occur in the
handling hi money now. Why
not let that sum oi money get
another-^. dayrs
interest?
Conserve assets.

Leo

(May 21 to June 20) There's
nothing like a small gilt of con
sideration trtlshoWsnmeone at
home that Y O U really do care.
You can do a lot |o pick some
one's spirits tip now.

Scorpio

Taurus
(April 20 to May 20) Just
remember that_not everyone is
as straighttunrarrf as you are at
this time.* Spfetk your own
mind, btit take what others say
with a grain of.aalt

Virgo

(July 23 to August 22) Much
that occurs on the job is confus
ing at this time. Sort things out
at home on your own time
when you'll be better able to
put the pieces together.

Sagittarius
(November 22 to December
21) There ate some loose ends
to tie up befpre you really know
how a business % enture is going
to turn out Guard against dis
tractions notv.

(August 23 to September 22) It
does seem like- somebody at
homme COltfd use a night out as a
bereak
tptrtlne. Partners
won't quibble if out somewhere
enjoying themselves fhLs weekend.

Capricorn
(December 22.to January 19)
Friends at a diatrnce seem more
reliable than strtne nearby
acquantatices.
Yt be so
quick tokonfid
pie you
dont know well.

Soap Opera Updates
All My
Children

Days of Our
Lives

General
Hospital

The Young and
the Restless

Adam tried to buy off
Raquel.
Meanwhile,
Hayley
and
Mateo
argued over Max.
Kit
fled from the hospital
after
over-hearing
Erica's remarks about
her to Jack.

Nancy was called to
jury duty and wondered if
she would be assigned to
the Samantha Brady case.
Vivian was startled when,
instead of delivering Titan
to her, Stefano asked her
an important question.

Stefan lied to Laura
about helping to find
Luke
and
Lucky.
Meanwhile, Lucky res
cued Luke from the bear
trap and stayed with him.
Luke had nightmares
about his rape of Laura.

Nikki
learned that
Victor
knew
about
Sharon and Nick's sepa
ration. Jack was furious
when Brad didn't tell
him about being hired by
Victor. Later, Jack had a
surprise visitor: Phyllis.

Bienvenidos Amigos To:

FOPMAL
CONNECTION
«•

Tuxedo Rentals

TEPA TAQUERIA
IV

$39.95

An Additional 20% for UOP Students
With This Coupon
Includes: Tuxedo Coat & Pants, Cumberbund
and Tic, Suspenders, Studs and Cufflings.

f

|:2p!vcad the cob
' .
the time to
and critique only
a better writer
JJiMs. Wells •)

Horoscopes

Aquarius

1rs fhat

w
give credit to
f Wehs foj- her conJr fhe sanctity of
Ao"g'sKnowing
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REAL MEXICAN FAST FOOD
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tacos
• Tamales
Tortas
• Combinaciones
Nachos
• Quesadillas
Camarones • Enchiladas
Burritos
• Hot Plates
Carnitas
Menudo y Birria Sat. & Sun.

1205 W. March Lane
Stockton, CA 95207
(209) 476-8802

Come In Early For Best Selection
Hours:
Hon 10-8
Tue-Thur 10-4
Fri 10-8
Sat 10-S
Sun 12-5

Stockton
477-2442
702 Porter Ave Pacific and Porter
I VISA I

1H/C1

Must Bring Coupon at Time of Order

Manteca
239-5511
HON. Main

Open Daily 10:00 AM TO 9:00 PM
College Square Shopping Center
NEXT TO MERVYN S

10%

i
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.SPORTS

Women's Volleyball

#

Dunning gets 200th victory

STEVE CABRAL
Staff Writer

Pacific had won 14 straight
games against the Aggies and
continued that streak as
Coach John Dunning went
for his 200th career Big West
victory last Thursday.
Utah State brought a small
squad that played with a lot
of heart but they were just not
strong enough to compete
with Pacific (22-5 overall, 13-3
Big West). The Tigers were in
charge every game as they
easily won 15-7, 15-6, 15-6.
Game one was led by
senior
Elsa
Stegemann
(named Big West Player of
the Week for the second week
in a row) and junior Jennica

Swimming_
Continued from page 20
and Natalie Phillips each
secured three wins for the
Tigers. Bertrand dominated
the 50-yard freestyle, 100
freestyle and 100 breast
stroke events.
"We were tired and sore
but pushed it, raced hard,
raced fast and never gave
up" said Bertrand.
Phillips took her three
wins in the 200 freestyle, 100
butterfly and 200 butterfly
events winning the 200 fly
with over a 12 second lead

Corner_
Continued from page 20
ladies.
Good hands
With new women's head
coach Sherri Murrell, I am
positive that the women's
hoop squad will improve
from last year. They are 1-0
after the 73-57 win over Sac
State and I actually see some
kind of offense being nin.
The team still needs to
improve their shot selection
but they are on their way.
Something smells
I really like the new paint
job at the Spanos Center
floor with the black sidelines
and baselines with orange
trim. But the keys look a little
bare without any paint. Is it
not called the paint for a rea
son? And there is no logo in

THE PI„

Intramural Update
This
past
weekend
Intramurals hosted the Fall 3
on 3 Basketball tournament.
Participation was up from
the past as twenty-five teams
came to play and battle for
the championship. The four
teams of Townies, 3 White
Guys and an Armenian, Pike
A, "and T.A.T.S. established
themselves as the teams to
beat. The Semi-finals con
sisted of the Townies squar
ing off against Pike A. In a
contest which went down to
the last second, the Townies
edged out Pike A with a 2220 victory. In the other semi
final 3 White Guys and an
Armenian ran the court as
they knocked off T.A.T.S.

Smith as they each had five
kills.
In the second game Pacific
stayed hot and jumped out to
an early 5-0 lead. The crowd
was into the game and start
ed to taunt the Utah State
players. The hostile front row
was warned by security to
stop.
This did not effect Pacific
at all as they kept scoring and
built a 10-5 lead. Utah State
never got into the game and
the Tigers won 15-6.
"We were able to get our
job done," said Stegemann.
"We did a good job picking
up tips because they have a
very offensive setter."
Pacific completed
the
sweep in game three. The

Tigers built an early lead with
a few spikes off their oppo
nents but Utah State came
back and tied it 4-4.
The Tigers were playing to
finish them off but the Aggies
hung in and kept countering
but still trailed 8-6.
Pacific went on a 7-0 run
and won 15-6. Smith led the
way with seven kills to give
her a total of 16, and junior
Tracy Chambers had 12 kills
on the day.
After winning seven in a
row, that streak came to an
end when they played No.lranked Long Beach State.
They were defeated 15-12,159,17-15, as Misty May led her
team
with
54
assists.
Stegemann led with 18 kills.

over the second place Aggie
swimmer Jenny Piust.
Vera Choubabko took two
wins in the 500 free and 1000
free events proving herself to
be more fish than human.
"I was really pleased with
the way our women swam,"
said head coach Ray Looze
who coaches both the UOP
men and women. "Our depth
is not as good as it needs to
be, we only have 15 girls so
we really have to spread our
selves thin but we overcame
that to do a good job."
The men's team showed
their gills this weekend win

ning ten events for the Tigers.
Junior
Karl
Thaning
played King Triton with three
wins while freshman Matt
Smart, senior Marcelo Tonelli
and senior Andy Thurman
filled the royal court with two
wins each.
"The competition wasn't
too hard, so we worked on
our race strategy and tried
new events," said Thurman.
"It was more of a leisurely
swim."
The Pacific swim team will
face Cal Poly, UC Irvine and
Denver at Belmont Plaza in
Long Beach on Dec. 2.

game. Tiger head coach Keith
Coleman said, "I want to con
gratulate Pacific on an out
standing season. Santa Clara
was a phenomenal team and 1
hope they go on to win the
national championship."
The Santa Clara Broncos (200-1) will face BYU on Nov. 21 at
Santa Clara. Pacific finishes its
record-setting season 15-3-3.
Wendy Woolgar summed
up the outstanding season,
"You can't take back how far
we have come. We still beat Cal

the center circle. We spent a
lot of effort on the new logo
and it appears nowhere on
the floor. What gives? We
ought to at least paint
"Pacific" on one baseline and
"Tigers" on the other in the
new font. The court just feels
unfinished.
The next Schumacher?
Matt Smart, a freshman
from Stockton, could be the
next great swimmer at UOP.
He won the 100 yard and 200
yard freestyle at the home
meet against UC Davis on
Saturday. Keep an eye on
him.
Santa Clara coach
a good guy
Dick Davey roots for UOP,
as an alum from the class of
1964. Except when his Santa
Clara Broncos take on the

Tigers in hoops as was the
case Satuday. I asked him
about rooting for UOP and
he said, "As an alumni
you've got to cheer for your
school. If you don't cheer for
them you've got to have
rocks in your head, I think."
Some of you knuckleheads
could take a cue from Davey.
A polite and warm guy who
plays a lot of golf with UOP
head coach Bob Thomason,
Davey said to me, "You go to
a great school."
Rebound
At 5-foot-8 you wouldn't
think Scott Thomason would
grab too many boards in a
hoop game. Think again! He
led all Tigers with six
rebounds in Saturday's con
test against Santa Clara. This
week in practice he'll be lead

ing the rebound drills.
Cool and Uncool
Cool: Hitting up the men's
and women's b-ball doubleheader.
Uncool: Showing up for
only one game of the doubleheader with the excuse of "I
was watching NBA action!"
Cool: Bringing NBA mas
cots to provide entertainment
at hoop games.
Uncool: Letting Tiger
guard Earl Clark run around
and jump off the trampouline
with the mascot. Oops! That
wasn't Earl. My bad.
The Beat Down List
UOP Cheerleaders- They
make better doors than win
dows. Several of them
blocked my photographer's
sight line during Saturday's
game. Stay on your side!

Soccer_

Continued from page 20

26-18. The final j
turned out to be >„
wait as the Townies fc
White
Guys
Armenian in a
forth shoot out. At i
the two teams had r
stalemate at
8-8. In the secondh
Townies took thefa
never looked back, go.
to take the champia
with a 19-13 win.
A reminder to all ]
stars that the annit
Holiday toumamen
weekend of Decen
. All entry forms
handed into the Inti
Office Tuesday, De
by 3:00 p.m.
in the first round;
home and we're hei
you. Tomorrow, w
up, I'll still be
Champion."
TEAM LEGE!

SI

T-SHIRTS, HATS, JACKF
PENS, KEVCHAINS,«N
BRING IN THIS/

RECIEVE 5«C
BEST PRICESjV

JOIN USATOURNEVW3

4627 E. FREMONT, ga
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Women's Basketball: Preview & Recap

Hoops: The next generation
JOSH MONTERO
Staff Writer

Basketball. The final fron
tier. These are the voyages of
the Starship Pacific. To boldly
go where no UOP women's
basketball team has gone
before, the NCAA Tourney. At
the helm is new captain Sherri
Murrell.
Gone is UOP's No. 4 alltime three point shooter Cathy
Lauritzen, but left behind to
fill her shoes are a host of vet
eran Tigers—from shot block
er extraordinaire senior Sarah
Yarbrough, to junior sharp
shooter Eden Palacio, to senior
point guard Jennifer Miller.
Working under the net this
year will be the tandem of
soph Amanda Svensson, and
junior Chante Guggia. In the
back court reside a small army
of quick/-talented guards. The
o highlight may be frosh Selena
|Ho, who's got more game than
n Parker Brothers. What does a
o
5 team do with this many
guards?
nla Svetmson (4) finished with six points against CSUS.
"Exactly what we want to

do. . .we're going to try and
run the ball," said coach
Murrell.
With a quicker, more
aggressive game plan, the
Tigers hope to improve from
last season when they were
dead last in the Big West in
scoring average (56.6ppg). On
the other side of the ball, the
Tigers were third in team
defense a year ago, and hope
to continue that.
Said coach Murrell, "We
really focus on defense in our
practice. We tell them to take it
personally when someone
scores on you."
"We've got a lot more confi
dence in our coaches. It defi
nitely feels like a different
team," said guard Palacio.
"Our posts are really a threat
this year."
And with more room for the
plethora of guards to move
around and make things hap
pen, this season could be the

Pacific
Sac State

73
57

Tiger's best in some time.
Saturday night marked the
opening of the season for the
Pacific women's basketball
team. Lots of new faces, and a
few trusted old ones all came
in and looked very sharp for a
team in their first game of the
season.
Junior Eden Palacio led all
scorers with 17 points, and
sensational freshman Selena
Ho rang up eight points to
compliment her seven assist,
zero turnover night. On the
boards the always reliable
Yarbrough sisters, senior
Sarah and junior Martha, col
lected 7 rebounds each. Sarah
also dropped a pair of treys
and finished with 11 points.
Despite some rusty shoot
ing (only .373 FG percentage),
the Tigers managed to run
away with a 73-57 victory
over the Hornets of Sac State.
The Tigers lost on the road to
Cal, 66-58 on Tuesday Nov. 17,
but will be right back home on
Friday Nov. 20 for an exhibi
tion game with the Portland
Saints.

Basketball

te game heroics seal opener
ific outlasts Santa Clara 56-51 in nail-biter
)LTON
Editor
one wanted a repeat of
'JLC ('-°) strong-armed
Clara (0-1) in the final
sofa tight game to pull
51 victory Saturday
at Spanos Center. The
v onged last season's 58-57
Santa Clara.
|l *pected that we would
said Tigers' forward
Miams (24 points).
I'ctory looked doubtful
"gers when Santa Clara
kno D'Oyen nailed a
Pointer to put the
up 51-49 with only
to play. Pacific
Vulnerable.
>Ba
i^?y Marvel made sure
^Ppen. The
' ^aufomia native came

fg£

around a screen and buried a
three from the right corner.
UOP reclaimed the lead 52-51
with Marvel's go-ahead trey.
"The play before that 1 gave
up a three-pointer to the point
guard whidh I shouldn't have
done," Marvel said after the
win. "I made a mistake and I
just wanted to make something
positive happen on the other
end." Marvel finished with
eight points and
three
rebounds.
After the Broncos' Darrell
Teat missed two free throws,
the Tigers clung to the onepoint lead (52-51) as Clay
McKnight was fouled with 14
seconds to play. The 6-foot-l
guard put the Tigers up 54-51
by draining both free throws.
"I always want to take the
shot at the end of the game,"
McKnight said. "I want to be

the guy that either wins it or
loses it." McKnight suffered a
poor shooting night going 1for-7 from the field but said he
had trouble getting open
against Santa Clara's 6-4 guard
Nathan Fast.
In the first half the 6-7
Williams had no trouble get
ting open in the paint, on the
perimeter or anywhere else.
Williams scored the first nine
Tiger points of the game and
had 20 at halftime. His threepointer at the top of the key put
UOP up 28-23 with 1:15 to play
until the half.
"He was the only offense we
had," said head coach Bob
Thomason. "Jason (Williams)
was awesome."
It was almost as if Williams
was the only option in the
offense.
"They know our offense

Scott Thomason looks for an
almost as well as we know it,"
Thomason said about the grit
ty Broncos. "Every time we'd
call a play, they'd know our
plays. That's why I hate play
ing these guys."
"Both teams knew each
other real well," said SCU head

open Tiger teammate.
coach Dick Davey a 1964 grad
of UOP and good friend of
Thomason. "They're (UOP) an
intelligent team."
Pacific hosts Chico State this
Friday at 8 p.m. On Tuesday
Nov. 24 the Tigers host San Jose
State at 8 p.m.
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Women's Soccer

Broncos stampede Tigers in round two
ti i t h • rj r
~

BOBBY LANFRANCO
Staff Writer

CS CORNER
C. COLTON
Sports Editor
Good run
The Pacific women's soccer
team gave it their all but
couldn't get past Santa Clara
in the second round of the
NCAA Playoffs, losing 5-0.
Santa Clara is probably head
ed toward the national cham
pionship game but it was
great to be able to get that far
especially beating Cal here 21 in the first round. Congrats,
See Corner, page 18

Yogi Berra, the great baseball
player, once said, "It ain't over
till it's over."
This seemed to be the adage
the Pacific women's soccer
team played by Saturday after
noon, playing hard to the finish
despite a 5-0 defeat by the No.
2-ranked Santa Clara Broncos in
the second round of the NCAA
tournament.
The game was intense from
start to finish. Santa Clara
allowed only three shots on
goal by Pacific; two from Nikki
Lasher and one by Natalie Dorr.
Santa Clara knew of the
strong game Pacific presented.
Santa Clara forward Mandy
Clemens said after tire game,
"We knew Pacific was going to
give us a good game, and play
us hard."
The most impressive show
ing on the field came from Tiger
goalkeeper Kim McCaskey.
McCaskcy took the 22 shots by
Santa Clara in stride while mak
ing eight saves. Natalie Dorr

Goalkeeper Kim McCaskey lays oat for one of eight saves vs. SCU despite the collision-

said of her teammates performance, "I don't think they expected
Kim to come up this big."
The Broncos' forward Jacqui Little scored off an assist from
Mandy Clemens. Other Bronco scorers were Nikki Serlenga,
Kathleen Celio, and Rachel Weber.
The Tigers were again plagued by injuries before and during the
game. Tiger defender Amy Dysart had been on crutches prior to the

game and opted to play'
hour before the
Michelle Gardner was c
40:11 into the game.
Despite the setbacks,!
was in good spirits

See Soccer, |

Swimming

teams take dual meet with

Davis

EMILY DAVIDSON'
Staff Writer

The only thing
than the sun at Christ
pool this Saturdayjg
beaming smiles on _
the triumphant Tige Both the men an
performed strong1) ,
the plague of ted**
ieet
i
. i
bles that
left t-V
then*
with only an
pistol and a ^ m
megaphone to start^
The Pacific wf*
took 13 events J
the men grabbed
^
events to secure^ c
against Div.1
. frTl
Mermaids <-1
SeeSwWj?
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